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TEACH HISTORICAL THINKING SKILLS

Patterns of Continuity and Change over 
Time

Ask students to describe continuities and 
changes in  nineteenth-  century empires. The 
 nineteenth-  century empires enlisted cooper-
ation and experienced resistance from their 
subject peoples, much like empires of the past. 
The use of “scienti� c” racism to justify coloniza-
tion was a new development in the nineteenth 
century.
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Still others negotiated, attempting to preserve as much independence and power 
as  pos sible. The rulers of the East African kingdom of Buganda, for  example, saw 
opportunity in the British presence and negotiated an arrangement that substan-
tially enlarged their state and personally benefited the kingdom’s elite class.

Under European Rule
In many places and for many  people, incorporation into European colonial empires 
was a traumatic experience. E specially for small-scale societies, the loss of life, homes, 
cattle, crops, and land was devastating. In 1902, a British soldier in East Africa 
described what happened in a  single village: “Every soul was either shot or bayo-
neted. . . .  We burned all the huts and razed the banana plantations to the ground.”10

For the Vietnamese elite, schooled for centuries in Chinese-style Confucian 
thinking, conquest meant that the natural harmonies of life had been badly dis-
rupted; it was a time when “water flowed uphill.” Nguyen Khuyen (1835–1909), 
a senior Vietnamese official, retired to his ancestral village to farm and write poetry 
after the French conquest. In his poems he expressed his anguish at the passing of 
the world he had known:

Fine wine but no good friends,
So I buy none though I have the money.
A poem comes to mind, but I choose not to write it down.
If it were written, to whom would I give it?
The spare bed hangs upon the wall in cold indifference.
I pluck the lute, but it just doesn’t sound right.11

Many others also withdrew into private life, feigning illness when asked to serve in 
public office under the French.

Cooperation and Rebellion
Although violence was a prominent feature of colonial life both during conquest 
and after, various groups and many individuals willingly cooperated with colonial 
authorities to their own advantage. Many men found employment, status, and secu-
rity in European-led armed forces. The shortage and expense of European admin-
istrators and the difficulties of communicating across cultural boundaries made it 
necessary for colonial rulers to rely heavily on a range of local intermediaries. Thus 
Indian princes, Muslim emirs, and African rulers, often from elite or governing 
families, found it  pos sible to retain much of their earlier status and many of their 
privileges while gaining considerable wealth by exercising authority, legally and 
otherwise, at the local level. For  example, in French West Africa, an area eight 
times the size of France and with a population of about 15 million in the late 1930s, 
the colonial state consisted of just 385 French administrators and more than 50,000 
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African “chiefs.” Thus colonial rule rested on and reinforced the most con serv ative 
segments of colonized societies.

Both colonial governments and private missionary organizations had an interest 
in promoting a  mea sure of European education. From this process arose a small 
Western-educated class, whose members served the colonial state, European busi-
nesses, and Chris tian missions as teachers, clerks, translators, and lower-level admin-
istrators. A few received higher education abroad and returned home as lawyers, 
doctors, engineers, or journalists. As colonial governments and business enterprises 
became more sophisticated, Europeans increasingly depended on the Western-
educated class at the expense of the more traditional elites.

If colonial rule enlisted the willing cooperation of some, it provoked the bitter 
opposition of many others. Thus periodic rebellions, both large and small, erupted 
in colonial regimes everywhere. The most famous among them was the Indian 
Rebellion of 1857–1858, which was triggered by the introduction into the colo-
ny’s military forces of a new cartridge smeared with animal fat from cows and pigs. 
Because Hindus venerated cows and Muslims regarded pigs as unclean, both groups 
viewed the innovation as a plot to render them defiled and to convert them to 
Chris tianity. Behind this incident were many groups of  people with a whole series 
of grievances generated by the British colonial presence: local rulers who had lost 
power; landlords deprived of their estates or their rent; peasants overtaxed and 
exploited by urban moneylenders and landlords alike; unemployed weavers dis-
placed by machine-manufactured textiles; and religious leaders outraged by mis-
sionary preaching. A mutiny among Indian troops in Bengal triggered the rebel-
lion, which soon spread to other regions of the colony and other social groups. 
Soon much of India was aflame. Some rebel leaders presented their cause as an 
effort to revive an almost-vanished Mughal Empire and thereby attracted support 
from those with strong resentments against the British. Although it was crushed in 
1858, the rebellion greatly widened the racial divide in colonial India and  heightened 
British intolerance toward Indians, whom they viewed as untrustworthy. Fear of 
provoking another rebellion made the British more con serv ative and cautious 
about deliberately trying to change Indian society. Moreover, the rebellion con-
vinced the British government to assume direct control over India, ending the era 
of British East India Company rule in the subcontinent.

Colonial Empires with a Difference
At one level, European colonial empires were but the latest in a very long line of 
imperial creations, all of which had enlisted cooperation and experienced resistance 
from their subject  peoples, but the nineteenth-century European version of empire 
was distinctive in several remarkable ways. One was the prominence of race in 
distinguishing rulers and ruled, as the high tide of “scientific racism” in Europe 
coincided with the acquisition of Asian and African colonies. In East Africa, for 

Guided Reading  
Question

■■ Explanation
Why might subject  people 
choose to cooperate with 
the colonial regime? What 
might prompt them to vio-
lent rebellion or resistance?
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